Acardiac twinning: High resolution three-dimensional reconstruction of a low resistance case.
Acardiac twinning is a rare anomaly of monochorionic twin pregnancies. Acardiac fetuses lack a functional heart but are passively perfused by arterial blood from their pump co-twin. Although four acardiac morphological types have been classified, the various paths of anatomical and circulatory acardiac twin development, and the potential influence of acardiac size and perfusion flow as possible predictors of pump twin morbidity and mortality are poorly understood. This report presents the first high resolution three-dimensional reconstruction of the vasculature of an acardiac twin by cryomicrotome imaging. A small, approximately 7.5-cm-diameter ball-shaped acardius amorphous of 30 5/7 weeks had caused pump twin cardiac decompensation that necessitated an emergency cesarian section. The pump twin survived well. The acardiac body had a partially intact vascular system with large diameter arteries and veins and multiple zones that appeared devoid of perfusion. The three-dimensional reconstruction showed neither recognizable organ structures nor identifiable blood vessels except for the umbilical artery and vein. Our case showed a small acardiac mass with large diameter vessels and consequential low outflow resistance that caused pump twin complications. This indicates that the development of a method that allows pump twin prognosis is likely more successful if based on the use of acardiac versus pump twin perfusion flows than on body volume ratios.